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Abstract

The Young’s modulusE of palladium hydride PdH , deuteride PdD and tritide PdT were measured for studying the effect of bothx x x

hydrogen stoichiometryx and isotope nature. A special technique based on optical detection of flexural modes of a palladium cylindrical
microcantilever was adapted to in situ measurements to guarantee the sample homogeneity during the hydriding process. A 10% decrease
in E was found between pure polycrystalline palladium and hydride phases. The non linear dependence observed with the H content was
discussed in terms of lattice expansion, phonons and electronic properties. Sensitivity of the technique enables to distinguish an isotope
effect onE.
   2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction bubble pressure stresses the lattice and causes the lattice
swelling [11,12]. Modeling the growth of these helium

Considerable attention has been given to devices suited bubbles requires some experimental results such as elastic
to safe hydrogen isotope storage, especially tritium. Pal- moduli. The Young’s modulus of the palladium tritide is
ladium hydride fulfils conditions of density (7 NTP l of H unknown because usual methods are not suitable for2

3per cm of palladium) and safety (low hydride equilibrium tritium environment. In situ measurements under a tritium
3pressure of 5?10 Pa at room temperature)[1]. In the case atmosphere are required to ensure the homogeneity of the

of tritium, understanding the aging process is of prime tritide. A new approach, based on the detection of vi-
importance to control the storage performance. brational modes of microcantilevers has been applied.

The hydriding process is known to affect the initial Exposure of palladium samples to hydrogen induces a
properties of the host metal, especially the mechanical change in elastic properties thereby causing a resonance
properties[2–6]. Inserting hydrogen into the octahedral frequency shift. This in situ method enables one to monitor
sites of the palladium f.c.c. lattice expands the lattice in the change in elastic properties with respect to the hydro-
linear proportion to the hydrogen content[7]. The disloca- gen content and the isotope nature.
tion density increases during the hydriding process for
accommodating the lattice distortions induced by the
coexistence of phases, thereby causing the emergence of

2 . Experimentalfractures[8]. In the case of tritides, the natural radioactive
decay of tritium, which produces helium-3 atoms in the

The measurement method was previously describedhost lattice, should also be considered. Since helium atoms
elsewhere[13]. Briefly, the experimental setup is based onare insoluble in palladium, like in most metals, they tend to
the periodic excitation of the fixed end of a cylindricalgather into bubbles of nanometric size[9,10]. The high
cantilever and the detection of its natural resonant fre-
quency f. Measuringf and assuming geometry and density
of the sample known permit one therefore to determine the* ´Corresponding author. Laboratoire de Physique de l’Universite de
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup.

where L is the length,r is the radius, andr is the mass order to avoid any surface stress problems causing the
density of the cantilever. bending of the sample.

An activation process is necessary before charging Prior to palladium activation, measurements performed
palladium samples with hydrogen. This operation consists under vacuum permit one to determine a Young’s modulus
of degassing the palladium surface by heating the sample of 12863 GPa for pure palladium, which is consistent with
under a secondary vacuum. Correct activation requires a results from the literature concerning polycrystalline pal-
secondary vacuum for 2 h at 1508C [14]. ladium [2–4]. X-Ray measurements have also been per-

A special cell holding the cantilever has been developed formed on our samples to determine the grain orientations
to withstand pressures ranging from a secondary vacuum and calculate the elastic constant tensor of our poly-
to almost 1.5 MPa (seeFig. 1). The cell made of aluminum crystalline palladium cantilevers via an autocoherent model

3alloy has an internal volume of 0.5 cm . A metallic tube of [15]. A Young’s modulus of 127 GPa was then calculated
15 cm in length and 1 mm in diameter allows pumping and in the direction of the thickness of cantilevers, thereby

22the gas introduction to the cell. A vacuum of 10 Pa is confirming the reliability of the method.
achieved at the input of the capillary tube in less than 30 The next step was to expose palladium cantilevers to
min. Cantilever temperature is maintained using a warming hydrogen. The hydride stoichiometryx was obtained from
wire rolled around the cell previously calibrated in tem- the pressure drop within the cellDP by:x

perature. Because they react with hydrogen, piezoelectric
n M DP2Vtransducers used to transmit the energy to the cantilever H Pd x
] ] ]] ]]x 5 5 ? ? (2)were glued on the lower external part of the measuring n RT r VPd Pd 0

cell.
The gas pressureP is monitored using a gauge (0–1 wheren is the number of hydrogen moles absorbedH

MPa, TransInstruments).f is determined using a position within palladium (note thatn 52n ), n is the numberH H2 Pd

sensor detection instrument connected to a lock-in am- of palladium moles,V is the gaseous volume surrounding
3plifier (SR 850, Stanford Research Systems) for extraction the palladium cantilever (equals to 4.660.5 cm ),V is the0

and averaging. cantilever volume,T529862 K, DP is the loss ofx

Determining f is accurate within 0.01%. As the accura- pressure within the cell during hydriding,R58.314 J
21 21 21cy in elasticity measurements depends mainly on the mol K andM 50.10642 kg mol [16]. The densityPd

cantilever design, the lengthL and the radiusr of each r of our polycrystalline samples was measured at0 0 Pd
23cantilever were measured using scanning electron micro- 128306130 kg m using a microgram balance. Note that

scopy (SEM). The samples used in this study were r differs from the literature value of the single crystal,Pd
23palladium cylindrical cantilevers (Goodfellow). Since the which is around 12000–12100 kg m[16,17].

grain size of the samples is centered to 1mm, diameters of Let us consider a cylindrical cantilever withL 50

the cantilevers was fixed tor 5125mm in order to ensure 3.60060.005 mm and r 525065 mm, namely V 50 0 0
3the assumptions of the continuum mechanics[13]. 0.7160.015 mm . After hydrogen introduction to the cell,

5P decreases from 2.05?10 Pa to an equilibrium value of
51.91?10 Pa in 160 min as shown inFig. 2. A hydrogen

stoichiometry of 0.6560.05 was then obtained at the end
3 . Results and discussion of the absorption which means that the palladium can-

tilever is totally hydrided in theb-phase after 160 min of
The reliability of this technique has already been proven hydrogen exposure.

on palladium samples[13,15]. For this study, cantilevers From a microscopic point of view, insertion of hydrogen
of cylindrical shape are preferred to rectangular ones in expands the palladium lattice but also hardens the proton-
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Fig. 2. H pressure drop in the cell (squares) and hydride stoichiometry Fig. 3. Experimental Young’s modulus (squares) with respect to stoi-2

(triangles) as a function of time for cylindrical cantilever. chiometry and calculated Young’s modulus from a Reuss model (dashed
line).

palladium potential, and these two behaviors could have
antagonistic effects onE. The expansion is known to be theb-phase grows within thea-phase of palladium,E is
isotropic and linear with change inx [7]. For x50.66, the the resulting Young’s modulus of a two-phase material.
lattice expands by 11.2% in volume, corresponding to a From a composite mechanics point of view, the transverse

23decrease in density tor 511680 kg m . The Young’s Young’s modulus of the whole material can be evaluated0.66

modulus of the hydrideE is therefore a function ofx as: by a Reuss model as a function of theb-phase proportion:x

2 2
212pL f rx x x VV ba]] ]E 5 ?S Dx ] ]E 5 (V 1V ) ? 1 (4)S Dr 3 a bx E Ea b

2DaH 2]](11 x )L f2 0 x with V the volume fraction of thea-phase, the volumea4p aH
]] ]]]]]5 ?1 2 r (3a)x fraction of the b-phaseV 5[113(Da /a)x] ?(12V ) be-3 r b a0

cause of the swelling due do the insertion of hydrogen in
with the lattice,E and E the Young’s moduli of thea anda b

m b-phases, respectively. As reported inFig. 3 in which EH a]11 x and E were fixed at 128 and 110 GPa, respectively, them bPd
]]]]r 5 r (3b)x 0 model predicts a non-linear behavior ofE with stoi-DaH1 2]]113 x chiometry. However, this non-linearity exhibits both anaH inflection point and a gap with the linear behavior unpre-

where f and f are the resonant frequencies for Pd and dicted by a simple Reuss model which makes no hypoth-0 x

PdH , respectively,L , r and L , r stand for the lengths esis upon the phase morphology. Thus, the behaviorx 0 0 x x

and radius of Pd and PdH , respectively,Da /a 55.33? observed for our palladium samples cannot be only ex-x H H
22 2210 , (Da /a 55.60?10 for deuterium andDa /a 5 plained by the fact that two phases constitute the material.D D T T

22 215.60?10 for tritium), m 51.008 g mol (m 52.015 g An elastic constantC consists of a frozen latticeH D ij
21 21 0 phmol for deuterium andm 53.017 g mol for tritium), contributionC and a phonon contributionC . Con-T ij ij

21and m 5106.42 g mol [7,16]. cerning optical phonons, Geerken et al.[18] have proposedPd
phFor palladium hydride PdH ,E was measured at a tractable expression ofC using a quasi-harmonic0.66 0.66 ij

11065 GPa. As a result,E decreases by 15% from the model but this contribution was found to be linear withx.
phpure metal phase to theb-phase. Change inE seems to be AlthoughC depends on the temperature, change in-ij

more pronounced for a polycrystal than for a single crystal volved in the exothermic process of hydriding is not large
0which looses 10% in its elastic constant as measured using enough to affectC . C is related to the lattice parameterij ij

ultrasonic technique by Hsu and Leisure[6]. The decrease and electronic band filling. The expansion of the palladium
indicates that the lattice expansion is maybe predominant sample is experimentally known to vary linearly withx, so
against electronic considerations.Fig. 3 shows the decrease the non-linearity ofE with x can be rather related to
of E as a function ofx. Most of the change inE occurs in electronic phenomena.
the plateau region of the palladium (P–C–T ) diagram. As Calculation of electronic states of substoichiometric
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palladium hydrides showed a non-linear dependence withx these two results could arise from experimental conditions
of some quantities, especially the average density of states since our measurements were performed on polycrystals
on the hydrogen sites[19]. Electronic affinity of H in the under hydrogen pressure.
palladium lattice could be considered as a factor for Let consider the factors responsible for this isotope
explaining the non-linearity ofE over x. However, note effect. The lattice expansion and the phonon frequencies
that for stoichiometriesx* corresponding to the plateau may affect the elastic moduli of the three different
region (approximately 0.1,x*,0.6 at room temperature), isotopes. The transverse phonon frequencies are quite
palladium hydride is a mixture of thea and b phases, different between hydride, deuteride and tritide because of

] ]H D TŒ Œneither of them having a concentration ofx*, while the the high relative mass difference:v 5 2v 5 3v .t t t

calculations consider a non realistic hydride of stoichiome- Finally, it is worth noting that since all theoretical aspects
try x*. Thus, calculations are only indicative. Although the concern single crystal, there is consequently one more step
electronic contribution must have a significant role in the to go when considering polycrystals.
changes of elastic properties, it appears difficult here to
distinguish the different contributions to the elastic moduli.

Finally, the same kind of experiments were carried out 4 . Conclusion
with deuterium and tritium instead of hydrogen. Note that
tritium handling required the installation of the experimen- This in situ study revealed a non-linear decrease of the
tal setup within a glove box. As shown inFig. 4, the Young’s modulus with increasing hydrogen content in
extreme sensitivity of the palladium cantilevers permits palladium hydride. The electronic contribution to the
one to determine an isotope effect on the Young’s modulus elastic moduli and the mechanical coexistence of the two
when isotope exchanges were performed on a samephases mainly explained this experimental fact since other
sample. The isotope exchange experiments enable tocontributions as the lattice expansion varies in linear
obtain a great accuracy onE between the different isotopes proportion with the hydrogen content. Moreover, an iso-
because during experiments, no phase transitionsa→b or tope effect was determined between hydride, deuteride and
b→a occurred, thereby not disturbing the mechanical tritide, thereby indicating the importance of the lattice
behavior of the cantilever. The Young’s moduli of the expansion and the phonon frequencies to the elastic moduli
hydride, of the deuteride and of the tritide are 112, 117 and of materials.
119 GPa, respectively. Experimental results appear to be
consistent because there is a gradual progression inE from
the hydride to the tritide. The fact thatE for tritide and
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